
Hi! 
I am Gopal Mahajan

From Tamaswadi village 
in Jalgaon district

I am a graduate in 
English Literature



After finishing my 
graduation I went to Pune 
to prepare for the UPSC 
exams, with the romantic 
dream of becoming an IAS 
officer.

But as time passed by, I 
started to question my 
dream. It was confusing….

And then came NIRMAN!



Being in NIRMAN was amazing, among so many 
talented youth, bubbling with enthusiasm



And the expert guidance and love of Dr. Abhay & 
Rani Bang and all the facilitators



My mind’s search of security in the IAS job 
stopped progressively and so did 

my infatuation with that career path



Curious to know more about societal issues and with the 
desire to contribute to solving them, I joined the 

‘NIRMAN Fellowship’



SEARCH – My Host Organization



I spent a month in the village Mudza…
doing a survey of the tobacco consumption of

52 families



The result:– Per household weekly expenditure => Rs. 44
Yearly cost for the village => Rs. 10 lakh



Just a simple knowledge based survey 
but it revealed shocking findings which made news…



However, what really appealed to me was the problem of 
Rural Unemployment



I started looking for
solutions…could see a 
potent one in the 
Employment Guarantee 
Scheme (NREGS)

But it suffered from the
lethargy, inefficiency of 
the govt. machinery and 
serious lack of 
information on people’s 
part



Now I am working with people to make them aware and 
demand for their right



Our NIRMAN group performed role plays in 
villages, spreading information and ensuring mass 

mobilization



I am also working with the Govt. machinery to 
ensure effective implementation of the EGS

Along with my colleagues, I visit the Collector 
office quite often



Thinking sometimes about 
the shift that NIRMAN has 
produced in my life and in 
my dreams….

And I do think I have 
become a true IAS…



I Am SEARCHing…
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